Subject: Future items
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Hi,

There is still a lot of work behind the scenes. Making standards, having big discussions, look
into the future and a lot more.
First of all, a lot people thinking that we are a company and have payed developers. No, we
are not a company and the developers are just vollunteers. It is a OpenSource project and
everyone that have some knowledge of developing can help. With the move from SVN to GIT
(source code repository), nobody have to ask to join the team. You can fork the sourcecode
into your own GitHub account, make changes submit your changes, make a Pull request to the
lxcenter repositiry and a few people, we call them 'Core', reviews your code and accept or
denies it with a reason.
If a Core member makes a Pull request, that Core member is not allowed to accept their own
request. That will avoid any mistake and faillure.
Thats why we are making standards so everyone knows what they need to do.
With looking into the future we means that we think about how things can be done better and
faster. With the move to Git we can do more with the word 'stable'.
There are tests with newer software versions like mysql, php, apache to make the products
working also in the future.
HyperVM is also finaly worked on and a first HyperVM release is very soon!
We hope that everyone that can develop a bit or knows someone that can develop can help
the projects. You don't have to ask us, just do it :)
LxCenter is not a company, and a non-profit opensource community. It all depends on
vollunteers and sponsors.
As last to mention, Core membership is not a closed team. Its open and if a developer or
contributor represented itself with fixing bugs, making features and involved then they are
welcome.
Together we can make it!
Just to let you know we are busy behind the scenes.
Regards,
Danny
p.s. Kloxo 6.1.11 is going to be released soon, all open .11 issues goes to .12
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